STENOGRAFHER GRADE-III EXAMINATION-2017
UPLOADING OF TENTATIVE ANSWER KEYS

The Computer Based Examination for recruitment to the posts of Stenographer Grade-III at ICAR Hqrs. and its Research Institutes / KVKs was held on 29.10.2017.

The candidate’s response sheet along with the tentative answer keys are now available on the link given below. The candidates may log-in using their ‘Roll No.’ and ‘Password’ printed on their Admission Certificate, which were used by them during the Examination, to download their Response Sheet and Answer Key.

Representations in respect of the tentative answer keys, if any, may be submitted on-line from 21.11.2017 (10.00 AM) to 25.11.2017 (05.00 PM) on payment of ₹ 100/- per question/answer challenged. The link shall not accept any objection if requisite fee is not paid. The link for representations will be automatically disabled at 05.00 PM on 25.11.2017. No other form of representations regarding questions and answer keys will be entertained under any circumstances.

(S.P. Sanwal)
Controller of Examinations

Link for candidates’ response sheet, tentative answer keys and submission of representation.